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Abstract

Much of the literature on social learning studies equally-informed agents and deter-

mines that the full bene�ts of social learning only occur asymptotically. This paper

investigates what the bene�ts of social learning are for agents with di�erent levels of

�nancial knowledge and how quickly those bene�ts accrue. It �nds that the main ben-

e�t to �nancially knowledgeable agents is a reduction in the variance of their returns,

while uninformed agents bene�t mainly from an improvement in their expected re-

turns, with only a marginal possible reduction in the variance of those returns. When

consulting �nance-related blogs most of the gains can be achieved through consulting

only a few blogs, while to gain similar bene�ts from consulting on Facebook far larger

neighborhoods are required.

Keywords: Social Networks, Learning, Social In�uence, Bounded Rationality, Portfolio

Choice.

JEL Classi�cation: D85, D83, G11.

1 Introduction

In considering the question of choice among investment options, many investors resort to

asking people in their social network for advice. For example, is it currently a good time

to invest in real estate? Should agents ask their pension funds to focus their investment

on stocks or bonds? This naturally prompts questions about whether this is a reasonable

strategy for uncovering information about the current merits of investing in di�erent asset

classes. If investment analysis is beyond the abilities of some agents who still must make

investment decisions can they make up for this lack of �nancial knowledge by asking more-

informed people to whom they are socially connected? Moreover, even if an agent is able
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to conduct investment analysis themselves, might they still gain from consulting other

informed investors in their social neighborhood?

Studies have shown that investment in �nancial markets is signi�cantly in�uenced by

agents' social contacts. This is true not only among �nance professionals (Hong et al.

2005, Cohen et al. 2008) but also across the general public (Hong et al. 2004, Ivkovich &

Weisbenner 2007). Therefore, it is worth considering what the bene�ts of social learning

are for �nance professionals and the general public, and how these bene�ts might di�er

between the two groups.This paper contributes to the literature by applying a social learn-

ing model to a portfolio choice setting and studying what the gains from consultation are

in terms of certainty equivalents for di�erent agents in a network in which there are both

informed and uninformed agents, and in which the signals receive by the informed agents

are neither fully informative of the state of nature nor of the returns to investment. Fur-

thermore, it considers how quickly gains can be realized as the neighborhood size increases,

on three speci�c networks designed to re�ect real world networks through which people

can gain �nancial advice. These networks are: a network with a central core of informed

investors with uninformed investors observing the core from outside; a decentralized net-

work with informed investors randomly distributed throughout the network; and �nally, a

decentralized network with informed investors grouped together. These networks could be

thought of as gaining knowledge through �nance blogs /websites, Facebook, and LinkedIn

respectively.

In this study, a subset of agents receives private signals regarding an unknown state of

nature. All agents can then consult with a subset of other agents to come to �nal beliefs

about the state of nature before choosing a portfolio of assets based on their beliefs about

the state of nature. Those agents that receive a signal about the state of nature (and hence

are more informed) gain in certainty equivalents on networks re�ecting �nance blogs, and

LinkedIn with most of the gains realized through comparatively small neighborhoods. If

they can determine whether their neighbors are informed or not, informed agents can also

gains through consulting on Facebook, but it requires far larger neighborhoods than for

blogs or LinkedIn. Uninformed agents gain in certainty equivalents on all of the networks.

However, the gains are far greater on the blog-type networks, particularly for small neigh-

borhoods. If they can determine the type of their neighbors, uninformed agents can also

gain through consulting Facebook, though, as with analysts, they require large neighbor-

hoods to achieve this. There appears to be little bene�ts for uninformed agents to consult

on LinkedIn.

Various social learning models include agents receiving a private informative signal

which they can share with other agents on their network (for example, Acemoglu et al.

(2011) and Ozsoylev & Walden (2011)), though few include uninformed agents in their

models. In a �nance context these studies could be thought of as dealing with �nancial

market professionals, as they can be expected to be more informed than the general public

in terms of �nancial investment. Acemoglu et al. (2011) consider a model in which agents

receive a return based on whether they correctly work out what the state of nature is. Prior
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to making their decisions, agents received a private signal and can observe a stochastically

determined subset of the agents that have previously acted. The study determines certain

conditions under which asymptotic learning occurs (that is, when the probability of agents

making the correct decision approaches one as the number of agents goes to in�nity). In

the model of Ozsoylev & Walden (2011)), agents receive a noisy signal about the return

on a risky asset. As agents become more connected to other agents, their beliefs about the

return on the asset become more accurate. Again all agents are equally likely to have an

accurate signal.

While these models give interesting insights into the nature of social learning, they

are not wholly applicable to a portfolio choice context because (contra Acemoglu et al.

(2011)) observing other agents' actions (choices of portfolio) does not necessarily give clear

information about their beliefs, and (contra Ozsoylev & Walden (2011)) even if agents

knew what the state of nature was they would still not be completely certain of the return

on the risky asset. In this study's model observations are made directly of other agent's

beliefs and if an agent is certain about the state of nature they will still not be certain

about the returns on the assets.

Furthermore, in contrast to these two models, this model includes agents who do not

receive a private signal as well as those who do, and so can distinguish the gains that might

accrue to both types of agent given the structure of the network.

A model of social learning that includes agents with heterogeneously informative signals

is that of Jadbabaie et al. (2013). In this model, agents receive signals that can distinguish

between some but not all potential states of nature. Given that only one state of nature

is drawn in any period only some agents' signals will be informative. The authors then

analyze how quickly the agents learn the true state of nature through consultation. From

a �nance perspective it is not clear that it is possible to completely distinguish the true

state of nature (particularly if there are many potential states of nature). Moreover, the

heterogeneity of the agents' information in the model of Jadbabaie et al. (2013) is not

determined categorically but rather only after the state of nature is determined. In my

model, no agent's signal is completely informative, but it is possible for an agent to know

categorically how informed they are. This appears to be more relevant to a real world

setting in which agents should know how informed they are likely to be even if they cannot

be certain that their information is correct.

Sections 2 and 3 introduce the general and speci�c models to be investigated in this

paper. Section 4 presents the analysis of the results of consultation on di�erent networks

and conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2 General Model

In the model, there is a set, N = {1, . . . , n} with n ≥ 3, of individuals in a society who

choose an action from a �nite set of alternatives, Ai. It is assumed that all individuals

have the same set of alternatives, i.e. Ai = Aj = A for all individuals. Denote by ai the
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action taken by individual i. The pay-o�s associated with an action depend on the state of

nature θ, which belongs to a �nite set, Θ. The state of nature is exogenously determined.

If θ is the true state of nature and individual i chooses action ai ∈ A, then she will

observe outcome y ∈ Y with conditional density φ(y, a; θ) and obtains a reward r(a, y).

Individuals do not know the true state of nature but their private information is sum-

marized in beliefs over the set of states. For individual i this belief is denoted πi. The set

of beliefs is denoted P(Θ). It is assumed that 0 < πi(θ) < 1, ∀θ and i ∈ N . Given belief

π, an individual's expected utility function from action a is:

u(a, π) =
∑
θ∈Θ

π(θ)

∫
Y
r(a, y)φ(y, a; θ)dy

Given a belief, π, an agent chooses an action that maximizes the expected pay-o�s.

Formally, B : P(Θ)→ A is the optimality correspondence such that:

B(π) = {a ∈ A|u(a, π) ≥ u(a′, π), ∀a′ ∈ A}

For each i ∈ N , let bi : P(Θ)→ A be a selection from the optimality correspondence B.

Let δθ represent a point mass belief on the state θ; then B(δθ) denotes the set of optimal

actions if the true state is θ.

3 Speci�c Model

There are two assets, a risk-free asset and a risky asset. The agents' action set is A =

{ao, a1} and ai ∈ R, where a0 is the share of wealth invested in the risk-free asset and a1

is the share of wealth invested in the risky asset. By assumption, a0 + a1 = 1.1 The states

of nature are Θ = {θ0, θ1}. The outcome observed by all agents (y) is the return on the

risky asset and the reward received by the agents (r(a, y)) is the return on their investment

portfolio.

The return on the risk-free asset is Rf in both states of nature, while the return on the

risky asset (y) is either Rh or Rl, with Rl < Rf < Rh. The return on the agent's portfolio

is then r = [ay+ (1− a)Rf ]. In state θ1, the probability that the return on the risky asset

is Rh is P (y = Rh|θ = θ1) = P1, and in state θ0, P (y = Rh|θ = θ0) = P0. It is assumed

that P0 < P1. Therefore, the conditional expected return on the risky asset is:

R̃ = P1Rh + (1− P1)Rl if state = θ1

R̂ = P0Ruh+ (1− P0)Rl if state = θ0

and R̃ > Rf > R̂

1Given this assumption, a0 = 1− a1 and so the agents' action set becomes A = {a1}. For convenience
sake, we drop the subscript on a from here.
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The agents have a prior belief about the probability that the state of nature is state 1,

πi.
2 Some agents (called �analysts�) then obtain a private signal as to the state of nature.

After the analysts receive their signals, agents on the networks can consult with the other

agents in their neighborhood to update their beliefs about the state of nature. The agents

then decide a portfolio and the outcome and pay-o�s are determined based on the state of

nature and the agents' actions.

3.1 Network Structures and Scenarios

Each individual is located as a node on a network. They are connected to a subset of

other agents on the network with whom they can consult (share beliefs). It is assumed

that agents know their own type (i.e. analyst or uninformed agent) and the general nature

of the network on which they are located, in terms of the general structure of the network

and the distribution of the agents between informed and uninformed agents. It is assumed

that, before consultation, agents do not know the type of the agents to whom they are

connected.

Two scenarios are considered. Under one scenario, through the process of consulta-

tion, agents are able to perfectly determine the type of their neighbors, while under the

other scenario they cannot determine their neighbors type at all and so assume that the

probability that their neighbors are analysts is equal for all of their neighbors.

The potential gains from consultations were analyzed using three di�erent network

structures. These network structures were selected to represent three di�erent social net-

works through which people might gain information about �nancial markets. The �rst was

a hub network, in which the informed agents formed a central hub (which was itself a wheel

network), while the uninformed agents were situated outside this hub and could observe

some of those within the hub (Figure 1, Top Panel). This network could be thought of as

uninformed investors reading �nance-related discussion boards and blogs on the Internet,

or gaining advice from �nance professionals who have consulted with other �nance pro-

fessionals. The second network was a wheel network in which the informed agents (that

is, those agents that received a signal) were randomly distributed throughout the network

(Figure 1, Middle Panel). This could be thought of as resembling Facebook, where people

are grouped without speci�c reference to their knowledge of �nancial matters. The �nal

network was also a wheel network but on this network the informed agents were grouped

together with links to the uninformed agents (those who did not receive a private sig-

nal) only at the margins (Figure 1, Bottom Panel). This can be thought of as resembling

LinkedIn, where people are grouped with some reference to their occupation and so �nance

workers might be more likely to be grouped together than on Facebook.

2Given that there are only two states of nature, the agent's belief about the probability that the state

of nature is state 0 is 1− πi, and so their beliefs are fully described with reference to state one.
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3.2 Agents' Beliefs

Each agent has beliefs about the probability that the state of nature is state 1. This

belief is updated after the agent receives a signal as to the state of nature (if the agent

does receive a signal); and during consultation with other agents (though the belief might

be updated multiple times within the consultation rounds). Therefore, we can de�ne the

beliefs of agent i as:

π1i belief before receiving a signal

π2i belief after receiving a signal, before consultation

π3i belief after consultation

The agent's belief, π1i, will summarize all relevant information known to the agent

before receiving a signal. This might include, past returns on the risky asset, any private

signals that the agent has received and any consultation that the agent has previously

engaged in.

3.3 Signals

Some agents receive a private signal of the state of nature, θmi . The agents that receive

this signal are called �informed agents� or �analysts�. The agents that do not receive this

signal are called �uninformed agents�. The accuracy of this signal, η, is assumed to be

identical for all analysts and is de�ned as η = Pr(θmi = θj |θ = θj), η ∈ [0.5, 1]. If an agent

has a belief, prior to obtaining the signal, that Pr(θ = θ1) = π1i, then according to Bayes'

Theorem, the probability that the state of nature is state 1, given that the signal indicated

that it is state 1 is:

P (θ = θ1|θmi = θ1) =
ηπ1i

ηπ1i + (1− η)(1− π1i)

= πB1i

The probability that the state of nature is state 1 given that the signal indicated that

it will be state 0 will be:

P (θ = θ1|θmi = θ0) =
(1− η)π1i

(1− η)π1i + η(1− π1i)

= πB0i

Therefore, the agent will set

π2i =

πB1i if θmi = θ1

πB0i if θmi = θ0

Uninformed agents do not receive a signal and so for them π2i = π1i.
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3.4 Updating beliefs through Consultation

After the analysts have received their signals and updated their beliefs based on those

signals, all agents are able to consult with their neighbors, in which they can share their

beliefs about the state of nature. The DeGroot (1974) model of consensus formation

remains a valuable model to study the e�ects of information sharing on a social network

and it forms the basis for the current model.

Each agent is located as a node on a network. The set N = {1, . . . , n} is the set of

nodes (agents). A real-valued n × n matrix g describes the relationships between each

of the nodes. The relationship between two agents, i and j, is denoted by gij , where

gij ∈ {0, 1}. gij = 1 denotes an information �ow from agent j to agent i, namely agent

i can observe something about agent j. In the context of this model, the observation is

the agent's belief about the state of nature (i.e. the probability that agent j places on

it being state 1, π2j). This study does not explore reasons why agents might wish to

share their information with other agent, beyond the possibility of increasing the certainty

equivalent of their investment. However, other researchers have investigated reasons for

exchanging information including; extrinsic and intrinsic motivations (Lin 2007), mediating

the e�ects of social capital on competitiveness (Wu 2008), and increased pro�ts from

increased precision from the pooled information (Vives 2007).

The network is directed so that gij = 1 does not imply that gji = 1, that is, if agent

i can observe agent j this does not necessarily imply that agent j can observe agent

i3. The set of agents that agent i can observe is called the neighborhood of i, denoted

Nd
i (g) = {k ∈ N |gik = 1}. The number of agents that an agent is linked to (that is,

the cardinality of the agent's neighborhood) is called that agent's degree, and is denoted

di(g) = #{j|gji = 1} = #Nd
i (g).

A path in a network between nodes i and j is de�ned as a sequence of links i1i2, i2i3, . . . ,

iK−1iK such that ikik+1 ∈ {g|gikik+1
= 1} for each k ∈ {1, . . . ,K − 1}, with i1 = i and

iK = j, and such that each node in i1, . . . , iK is distinct (Jackson 2008, p. 23). A network

in which there exists a directed path between any two nodes is called a strongly connected

network.

Each agent assigns a weight to the information that they receive from each person in

their neighborhood. This weight is represented by a number, tij , where:

tij =

xij ∈ [0, 1] if gij = 1

0 if gij = 0

and

n∑
j=1

tij = 1 ∀i

The information transfer matrix, T , is de�ned as:

3By assumption, gii = 1.
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Tn,n =


t11 t12 · · · t1n

t21 t22 · · · t2n
...

...
. . .

...

tn1 tn2 · · · tnn


Each of the rows in T will sum to 1. However, the columns will not necessarily also

sum to 1.

To calculate how information is passed around the network we can set up the vector of

initial beliefs about the state of nature (i.e. the vector of beliefs held by each of the agents

immediately prior to consultation). Namely:

Π2 =


π21

π22

...

π2n


After information sharing the beliefs matrix will be:

Π3 = TΠ2

The belief of agent i after they have �nished consulting with their neighbors is π3i. The

beliefs of agents prior to investment will therefore be based on their prior beliefs about the

state of nature, any private signals they might receive, the beliefs of their neighbors (and,

after subsequent consultation, of their neighbors' neighbors) and the weights that they

place on their neighbors' beliefs. Apart from the weight that they place on their neighbors'

beliefs, agents are, therefore, assumed to use only relevant information and to use this

information correctly when coming to their beliefs. The psychological literature suggests

that, in certain groups, the members do not always act rationally in coming to their beliefs

and opinions about the world.4 However, in trying to abstract from such concerns to

examine the economics of the decision making, I have not including such possibilities in

this model.

3.5 Utility maximization

After consultation with their neighbors, each agent chooses the share of wealth that she

will invest in the risky asset, ai, with the balance invested in the risk-free asset. All agents

are assumed to be small, price takers so that their choice of portfolio does not a�ect the

returns on the assets. This leads to the utility maximization problem of:

4One well known example of this is groupthink. For a review of the literature concerning groupthink

see Turner & Pratkanis (1998).
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Max
ai

E(Ui) = π3i

[
P1U [aiWiRh + (1− ai)WiRf ]

+ (1− P1)U [aiWiRl + (1− ai)WiRf ]
]

+ (1− π3i)
[
P0U [aiWiRh + (1− ai)WiRf ]

+ (1− P0)U [aiWiRl + (1− ai)WiRf ]
]

where Wi is the agent's wealth before investment.

By assumption, agents have an iso-elastic (power) utility function:

U(Wi) =
W 1−γ
i − 1

1− γ

where η is a measure of risk aversion. Therefore, the utility maximization problem becomes:

Max
ai

E(U) =
π3iP1

1− γ

[
[aiWiRh + (1− ai)WiRf ]1−γ − 1

]
+
π3i(1− P1)

1− γ

[
[aitWiRl + (1− ai)WiRf ]1−γ − 1

]
+

(1− π3i)P0

1− γ

[
[aiWiRh + (1− ai)WiRf ]1−γ − 1

]
+

(1− π3i)(1− P0)

1− γ

[
[aiWiRl + (1− ai)WiRf ]1−γ − 1

]

This maximization problem is solved by setting ai to the following value:

a∗i =
Rf (g

−1
γ

i − 1)

(Rf −Rl)(g
−1
γ

i − 1) +Rh −Rl
where,

gi =
−(Rl −Rf )

[
π3i(1− P1) + (1− π3i)(1− P0)

]
(Rh −Rl)

[
π3iP1 + (1− π3i)P0

]
The optimal value of ai, a

∗
i , will be continuously increasing in π3i.

Following the choice of portfolios, the return on the risky asset is determined and so are

the returns on the agents' portfolios.

4 Analysis

In analyzing this model, a number of simplifying assumptions are made.
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Assumption 1. Agents know the structure of the network and the shares of the

types of agents on the network but not their own position on the network.

Assumption 2. Agents do not know their neighbors' types before consultation.

But they might be able to determine their neighbors' type through the process of consultation.

4.1 Expected Beliefs and Variance in Beliefs after Consultation

Through consulting their neighborhoods, agents update their beliefs as weighted averages

of their neighbors' beliefs. The weight agent i places on one of their neighbor's, j, beliefs,

tij , will be equal to the relative weight placed on that agent divided by the sum of the

relative weights placed on all of the agent's neighbors, that is:

tij =
wij∑k+1
wij

Where k is the total number of agents in an agent's neighborhood (excluding the agent

herself), wij is the relative weight agent i puts on the beliefs of agent j in consultation,

The beliefs of an agent after one round of consultation will then be:

π3i =

∑ψi
j=1wijπ2j +

∑k
j=ψ+1wijπ2j + wiiπ2i∑k+1
j=1 wij

Where ψi is the number of analysts in agent i's neighborhood (not including the agent

if she is an analyst), π2j is the pre-consultation belief of agent j, and wii is the relative

weight an agents puts on her own the beliefs in consultation.

Where k is the total number of agents in an agent's neighborhood (excluding the agent

herself), ψi is the number of analysts in agent i's neighborhood (not including the agent

if she is an analyst), wij is the relative weight agent i puts on the beliefs of agent j in

consultation, π2j is the pre-consultation belief of agent j, and wii is the relative weight an

agents puts on her own the beliefs in consultation.

Therefore, the �rst expression in the numerator is the contribution to the agent's post-

consultation beliefs that comes from the analysts in her neighborhood, the second term

is the contribution from uninformed agents and the �nal term in the numerator is the

contribution from her own pre-consultation beliefs.

The signals received by analysts are independent, and so the pre-consultation beliefs of

agents will be independent. Therefore, the variance in agent i's beliefs post-consultation

will be:
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V ar

k+1∑
j=1

wij∑k+1
j=1 wij

π2j

 =

k+1∑
j=1

(
wij∑k+1
j=1 wij

)2

V ar(π2j)

=

ψi∑
j=1

(
wij∑k+1
j=1 wij

)2

V ar(π2j) +

k∑
j=ψ+1

(
wij∑k+1
j=1 wij

)2

V ar(π2j)

+

(
wii∑k+1
j=1 wij

)2

V ar(π2i)

The �rst term is the contribution to the variance in the agent's beliefs from the analysts

in her neighborhood, the second term is the contribution from the uninformed agents and

the �nal term is the contribution from the variance in her own pre-consultation beliefs.

Based on the general expressions for the expected beliefs and variance in those beliefs of

agents post-consultation, we can consider di�erent scenarios based on how much knowledge

the agent has of the other people in their neighborhood.

4.1.1 Scenario 1: Perfect Knowledge of Neighbors

Under the �rst scenario of perfect neighbor knowledge, each agent can determine the type

of the agents in their neighborhood through the process of consultation. Therefore, while

agents do not know the types of agents in their neighborhoods before consultation, they

can determine the types of their neighbors perfectly after consultation. Because each agent

knows the type of each of the agents in her neighborhood after consultation, she gives zero

weight to the uninformed agents and equal weight to the analysts in their neighborhood,

including the agent herself if she is an analyst. Therefore, under this scenario wij = 1

for all neighbors who are analysts, wij = 0 for all neighbors who are uninformed agents,

wii = 1 if the agent is an analyst and wii = 0 if the agent is an uninformed agent (and

ψi ≥ 1). If the agent is an uninformed agent and there are no analysts in her neighborhood

wii = 1 and the agent merely retains her pre-consultation beliefs.

In this scenario, an analyst's beliefs after consultation are:

π3i =

∑ψi
j=1 π2j + π2i

ψi + 1

Taking expectations over this gives:

E [π3i] = E

[
ψi + 1

ψi + 1

]
πa

= πa
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Where πa is the expected pre-consultation beliefs of analysts.

An uninformed agent's beliefs after consultation (when ψi ≥ 1) will be:

π3i =

∑ψi
j=1 π2j

ψi

Taking expectations over this gives:

E [π3i|ψi ≥ 1] = E

[
ψi
ψi

]
πa

= πa

Therefore, an uninformed agent's expected post-consultation beliefs will be:

E [π3i] = P (ψi = 0)πu + P (ψi ≥ 1)πa

Where πu is the expected pre-consultation beliefs of an uninformed agent.

Therefore, if agents can perfectly determine the type of the agents in their neighborhoods

then analysts will expect that their beliefs after consultation will be the same as the

expected pre-consultation beliefs of the analysts. Uninformed agents will expect that their

beliefs will approach those of analysts as the probability that there are no analysts in their

neighborhood decreases.

Under perfect neighbor knowledge the variance of an analyst's beliefs post-consultation

will be:

V ar(π3i) =

ψi∑
j=1

(
1

ψi + 1

)2

V ar(πj) +

(
1

ψi + 1

)2

V ar(π2i)

=
1

(ψi + 1)2

 ψi∑
j=1

V ar(πj) + V ar(π2i)


Taking expectations over this gives:

E[V ar(π3i)] = E

[
1

ψi + 1

]
V ar(πa)

Where V ar(πa) is the variance of analysts' pre-consultation beliefs.

The variance of an uninformed agent's beliefs (if ψi ≥ 1) will be:

V ar(π3i) =

ψi∑
j=1

(
1

ψi

)2

V ar(πj)
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Taking expectations over this gives:

E[V ar(π3i|ψi ≥ 1)] = E

[
1

ψi

]
V ar(πa)

and V ar(πu) otherwise.

If we assume that the expected number of analysts in an agent's neighborhood increases

with the size of the neighborhood then, under perfect neighbor knowledge, both analysts

and uninformed agents will expect that the variance in their beliefs will decrease as the

size of their neighborhood increases, though uninformed agents might have greater variance

after consultation compared with before if the variance of analysts' beliefs is greater than

that of uninformed agents.

4.1.2 Scenario 2: No Knowledge of Neighbors

Under the second scenario, agents cannot determine the type of their neighbors through

consultation, and so they have no knowledge of the type of the agents in their neighborhood.

Therefore, agents give equal weight to all of their neighbors based on the probability that

any individual neighbor is an analyst, that is wij = vi, ∀j, j 6= i, where vi is the probability

that an agent in agent i's neighborhood is an analyst. The agent knows their own type so

wii = 1 if the agent is an analyst and wii = 0 if the agent is an uninformed agent.

Under this scenario, an analyst's beliefs after consultation will be:

π3i =

∑ψi
j=1 viπ2j +

∑k
j=ψi+1 viπ2j + π2i

kvi + 1

Taking expectations over this gives:

E [π3i] =
E[ψi]viπa + (k − E[ψi])viπu + πa

kvi + 1

=
(kv2

i + 1)πa + kvi(1− vi)πu
kvi + 1

An uninformed agent's beliefs after consultation will be:

π3i =

∑ψi
j=1 viπ2j +

∑k
j=ψi+1 viπ2j

kvi

Taking expectations over this gives:

E[π3i] =
E[ψi]πa + (k − E[ψi])πu

k

=
kviπa + (k − kvi)πu

k

= viπa + (1− vi)πu
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Under no neighbor knowledge, the variance of an analyst's beliefs post-consultation will

be:

V ar(π3i) =

ψi∑
j=1

(
vi

kvi + 1

)2

V ar(π2j) +
k∑

j=ψi+1

(
vi

kvi + 1

)2

V ar(π2j)

+

(
1

kvi + 1

)2

V ar(π2i)

Taking expectations over this expression gives:

E[V ar(π3i)] =
E[ψi]v

2
i + 1

(kvi + 1)2
V ar(πa) +

(k − E[ψi])v
2
i

(kvi + 1)2
V ar(πu)

=
kv3

i + 1

(kvi + 1)2
V ar(πa) +

kv2
i (1− vi)

(kvi + 1)2
V ar(πu)

The variance of an uninformed agent's beliefs will be:

V ar(π3i) =

ψi∑
j=1

(
vi
kvi

)2

V ar(π2j) +
k∑

j=ψi+1

(
vi
kvi

)2

V ar(π2j)

Taking expectations over this expression gives:

E[V ar(π3i)] =
E[ψi]

k2
V ar(πa) +

k − E[ψi]

k2
V ar(πu)

=
vi
k
V ar(πa) +

(1− vi)
k

V ar(πu)

Therefore, under the scenario of no knowledge of neighbors' type, analysts expect that

their beliefs will move away from CC beliefs as their neighborhood increases. For unin-

formed agents, however, they expect that their beliefs will be closer to CC beliefs after

consultation compared with before consultation, but the size of their neighborhood will

not a�ect how close to CC beliefs they are as long as the probability that a neighbor is an

analyst, vi, is una�ected by the size of the neighborhood.

Analysts expect that the variance in their beliefs will decrease with the size of their

neighborhood (as long as the variance of analysts' beliefs is greater than the variance of

uninformed agents beliefs). Uniformed agents expect that the variance in their beliefs

will decrease with the size of their neighborhood as long as the probability of a neighbor

being an analyst is una�ected by the size of the neighborhood. However, the variance of

uninformed agents beliefs might increase with consultation compared with no consultation

if the variance of analysts' beliefs is greater than that of uninformed agents.
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4.2 Consulting on Three Speci�c Networks

Having considered what will happen to the beliefs and the variance of beliefs of agents

after consultation, and what is expected to happen to those beliefs and variance in beliefs,

we can now consider what will happen on the speci�c networks that were chosen for this

study.

Here we de�ne the concept of �correctly certain� (CC) beliefs. CC beliefs are de�ned

as π = 1, given that the state is state one, and π = 0 given that the state is state zero.

The closer an agent's beliefs are to CC beliefs the greater their expected return will be

(See Proposition 1). In the absence of consultation, the expected beliefs of analysts will be

closer to CC beliefs than those of the uninformed agents (see Proposition 2). Informally,

this follows from the fact that analysts have more information on which to base their

beliefs, as long as the signal is informative.

4.2.1 Hub Networks

When agents consult on a hub network they know that all of their neighbors will be

analysts simply from the structure of the network, that is, ψi = k for all agents. Therefore,

the perfect neighbor knowledge scenario is the only one that applies. Furthermore, the

uninformed agents will certainly have at least one analysts n their neighborhood. Therefore,

we can say that the expected beliefs of both analysts and uninformed agents will be πa.

This means that the analysts' beliefs are not expected to move any closer to CC beliefs

after consultation, while the uninformed agents' beliefs will (though no closer than the

analysts' beliefs). This result follows from the fact that analysts in the hub networks in

this model are essentially identical and that the DeGroot (1974) model of consultation uses

a weighted average of beliefs rather than a Bayesian analysis. Therefore, given all publicly

available information (that is the past returns on the risky asset) the expected beliefs of

any two (or more) agents before consultation will be identical. After consulting with each

other, their expected beliefs will be a weighted average of their (identical) pre-consultation

expected beliefs, and so will be unchanged.

If the uninformed agents on a hub network fully adopt the beliefs of the analysts with

whom they consult (that is, they place no weight on their own pre-consultation beliefs)

their expected post-consultation beliefs will be identical to those of the analysts. The

uninformed agents will then have expected beliefs identical to that of the analysts if they

consult with at least one analyst in each period.

The variance of analysts beliefs will be:

V ar(π3i) =
1

ψi + 1
V ar(πa)

=
1

k + 1
V ar(πa)

and the variance of uninformed agents will be:
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V ar(π3i) =
1

ψi
V ar(πa)

=
1

k
V ar(πa)

Therefore, on a hub network, the variance of analysts will fall post-consultation and will

be less than that of uninformed agents who have the same size neighborhood. The bene�ts

of consultation on a hub network for an analyst are not that they expect to improve their

beliefs but rather that they will reduce the variance in their beliefs. For uninformed agents,

the expected bene�ts are an improvement in their expected beliefs, and if they increase

their neighborhood beyond a minimal one, a reduction in the variance in their beliefs.

4.2.2 Random Wheel Networks

Assumption 3. On a random wheel network, agents pre-consultation beliefs

about the number of analysts in their neighborhoods follows a binomial distri-

bution.

That is, agents assume that the number of analysts in their neighborhood is a binomial

random variable.5 The number of trials is k, the size of the neighborhood (not including

the agent herself), and the probability of �success� (that a neighbor is an analyst) is vi.

Therefore, the expected number of analysts in agent i's neighborhood, ψi, is kvi.

On random wheel networks, the probability of that a neighbor is an analyst, vi, is the

share of analysts on the rest of the network. That is:6

vi =
x

x+ y

Where x is the number of analysts on the network as a whole, and y is the number of

uninformed agents on the network as a whole. This probability is the same for analysts

and uninformed agents. Therefore, the expected belief of an analyst after consultation

on a random wheel network with perfect neighbor knowledge is πa, while that of an

uninformed agent will be:

5Strictly speaking this should be a hyper-geometric random variable as the neighbors are sampled

without replacement. However, as long as the neighborhood is small compared with the size of the network

and the probability of a neighbor being an analyst is su�ciently far away from zero or one the binomial

distribution is a reasonable approximation.
6Strictly the probability that a neighbor is an analyst is vi = x−1

x+y−1
if the agent is an analyst, and

vi =
x

x+y−1
if the agent is an uninformed agent. However, for a large enough network these two expressions

will be approximately equal to x
x+y

.
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E [π3i] = P (ψi = 0)πu + P (ψi ≥ 1)πa

= (1− vi)kπu + (1− (1− vi)k)πa

=

(
1− x

x+ y

)k
πu +

(
1−

(
1− x

x+ y

)k)
πa

=

(
y

x+ y

)k
πu +

(
1−

(
y

x+ y

)k)
πa

Therefore, as the number of neighbors, k, increases on a random wheel network with

perfect neighbor knowledge, the expected post-consultation beliefs of uninformed agents

will approach that of analysts.

The expected variance of an analyst's beliefs on a random wheel network with perfect

neighbor knowledge will be:

E[V ar(πi)] =
1

(k + 1)vi
[1− (1− vi)k+1]V ar(πa)

=
x+ y

(k + 1)x

[
1−

(
y

x+ y

)k+1
]
V ar(πa)

When agents have no neighbor knowledge on a random wheel network, the expected

beliefs of an analyst will be:

E [π3i] =
(kv2

i + 1)πa + kvi(1− wi)πu
kvi + 1

=
(k
(

x
x+y

)2
+ 1)πa + k x

x+y (1− x
x+y )πu

k x
x+y + 1

=
[kx2 + (x+ y)2]πa + kxyπu

kx2 + (x+ y)2 + kxy

The expected beliefs of an uninformed agent will be:

E[π3i] = viπa + (1− vi)πu

=
x

x+ y
πa +

y

x+ y
πu

Therefore, the expected weight on the pre-consultation beliefs of analysts will always

be greater in the expected post-consultation beliefs of analysts compared with that of un-

informed agents. This means that on random wheel networks with no neighbor knowledge

the expected post-consultation beliefs of analysts will be closer to CC beliefs than those
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of uninformed agents regardless of the size of the neighborhood. However, the expected

post-consultation beliefs of analysts will be further away from CC beliefs than they were

before consultation, while those of uninformed agents will be closer to CC beliefs than

before consultation.

The expected variance of analysts' on random wheel networks with no neighbor knowl-

edge is:

E[V ar(π3i)] =
kv3

i + 1

(kvi + 1)2
V ar(πa) +

kv2
i (1− vi)

(kvi + 1)2
V ar(πu)

=
k
(

x
x+y

)3
+ 1

(k x
x+y + 1)2

V ar(πa) +
k
(

x
x+y

)2
(1− x

x+y )

(k x
x+y + 1)2

V ar(πu)

=
kx3 + (x+ y)3

(x+ y)(kx+ x+ y)2
V ar(πa) +

kx2y

(x+ y)(kx+ x+ y)2
V ar(πu)

The expected post-consultation variance of uninformed agents on random wheel net-

works with no neighbor knowledge will be:

E[V ar(π3i)] =
vi
k
V ar(πa) +

(1− vi)
k

V ar(πu)

=
x

k(x+ y)
V ar(πa) +

y

k(x+ y)
V ar(πu)

Therefore the expected variance of uninformed agents will be less than that of analysts

after consultation on a random wheel network with no neighbor knowledge.

4.2.3 Non-random Wheel Networks

Agents, by assumption, do not know their position on the network. Therefore, on non-

random wheel networks, they assume that it is equally likely that they are situated in

any of the possible positions on the network for their type. There are y possible positions

for uninformed agents on the network. Of these y positions, y − k positions will have

no analysts in their neighborhood. Therefore, if an uninformed agent considers that all

positions on the networks are equally likely the probability that they have no analysts in

their neighborhood will be P (ψi = 0) = y−k
y .

Therefore, on non-random wheel networks with perfect neighbor knowledge, the

expected beliefs of analysts will be πa and the expected beliefs of uninformed agents will

be:

E [π3i] = P (ψi = 0)πu + P (ψi ≥ 1)πa

=
y − k
y

πu +
k

y
πa
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Therefore, under perfect neighbor knowledge the expected post-consultation beliefs of

uninformed agents on a non-random wheel network will approach those of analysts as the

size of the neighborhood increases but at a much slower rate than that of the random wheel

network.

To determine the expected variance of their post-consultation beliefs, agents need to

consider the expected number of analysts in their neighborhoods. On non-random wheel

networks the expected numbers of analysts in the neighborhoods of analysts will be di�erent

to those of uninformed agents. The make-up of analysts' and uninformed agents' neigh-

borhoods can be determined if we know their position on the network (see Propositions 3

- 4). Restricting the analysis to situations where the neighborhoods are �small� compared

with the network as a whole, that is, k < min(2x; 2y), according to Proposition 3, the

expected number of analysts in analysts' neighborhoods is:

E(ψa) =
k

x

[
x− k

4
− 1

2

]
Hence, the probability that any particular neighbor in an analyst's neighborhood is themself

an analyst is:

va = 1− k + 2

4x

This means that the probability that any particular neighbor on an analyst's neighbor-

hood is an analyst decreases as the neighborhood increases.

The expected number of analysts in uninformed agents' neighborhoods, according to

Proposition 4, is:

E(ψu) =
k(k + 2)

4y

Therefore, the probability that any particular neighbor in an uninformed agent's neighbor-

hood is an analyst is:

vu =
(k + 2)

4y

The expected variance of analysts' post-consultation beliefs on a non-random wheel

network under perfect neighbor knowledge will be:
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E[V ar(π3i)] = E

[
1

ψi + 1

]
V ar(πa)

=

 x− k
x(k + 1)

+
2

x

k
2∑
i=1

(
1

k − i+ 1

)V ar(πa)
The expected variance of uninformed agents' post-consultation beliefs on a non-random

wheel network under perfect neighbor knowledge (if ψi ≥ 1) will be:

E[V ar(π3i)] = P (ψi = 0)V ar(πu) + P (ψi ≥ 1)E

[
1

ψi
|ψi ≥ 1

]
V ar(πa)

=
y − k
y

V ar(πu) +
k

y
E

[
1

ψi
|ψi ≥ 1

]
V ar(πa)

Therefore, the expected variance of analysts beliefs post-consultation will fall as the

neighborhood increases under perfect neighbor knowledge on a non-random wheel network,

while the dynamics of the variance of uninformed agents beliefs are not clear.

Under no neighbor knowledge the expected post-consultation beliefs of analysts on

a non-random wheel network are:

E [π3i] =
(kv2

i + 1)πa + kvi(1− vi)πu
kvi + 1

=
(k(1− k+2

4x )2 + 1)πa + k(1− k+2
4x )(1− (1− k+2

4x ))πu

k(1− k+2
4x ) + 1

=
k(4x− k − 2)2 + 16x2

4xk(4x− k − 2) + 16x2
πa +

k(k + 2)(4x− k − 2)

4xk(4x− k − 2) + 16x2
πu

Under no neighbor knowledge the expected post-consultation beliefs of uninformed

agents on a non-random wheel network are:

E[π3i] = viπa + (1− vi)πu

=
(k + 2)

4y
πa +

(
4y − k − 2

4y

)
πu

Therefore, the expected post-consultation beliefs of analysts will move away from CC

beliefs as the size of the neighborhood increases but at a slower rate than on a random wheel

network. The post-consultation beliefs of uninformed agents are expected to be closer to

CC beliefs than before consultation but not as close as on a random wheel network unless

the neighborhood is extremely large.

Under no neighbor knowledge the expected post-consultation variance of analysts' be-

liefs on a non-random wheel network is:
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E[V ar(π3i)] =
k(1− k+2

4x )3 + 1

(k(1− k+2
4x ) + 1)2

V ar(πa) +
k(1− k+2

4x )2(1− (1− k+2
4x ))

(k(1− k+2
4x ) + 1)2

V ar(πu)

=
k(4x− k − 2)3 + 64x3

4x[k(4x− k − 2) + 4x]2
V ar(πa) +

k(k + 2)(4x− k − 2)2

4x[k(4x− k − 2) + 4x]2
V ar(πu)

Under no neighbor knowledge the expected post-consultation variance of uninformed

agents' beliefs on a non-random wheel network is:

E[V ar(π3i)] =
vi
k
V ar(πa) +

(1− vi)
k

V ar(πu)

=

(k+2)
4y

k
V ar(πa) +

(1− (k+2)
4y )

k
V ar(πu)

=
k + 2

4yk
V ar(πa) +

4y − k − 2

4yk
V ar(πu)

4.2.4 Summary

The expected beliefs of analysts do not get any closer to CC beliefs on any of the networks

under either scenario. If the analysts do not know the type of their neighbors their beliefs

will move away from CC beliefs after consultation. For uninformed agents, however, their

beliefs will move closer to CC beliefs on all networks under both scenarios. The variance of

analysts beliefs will fall on all networks under all scenarios. The dynamics of the variance

in uninformed agents' post-consultation beliefs are not clear for all networks though in

general the variance will tend to be smaller on larger neighborhoods compared with smaller

neighborhoods.

4.3 Certainty Equivalents, Expected Returns and Variance in Returns

Having established the e�ects on expected beliefs and the variance in those beliefs from

consulting on the di�erent networks under the two scenarios for both analysts and unin-

formed agents, we can now turn to how those beliefs a�ect the certainty equivalents of the

agents' investments to assess the potential gains to be made from consultation.

Expected beliefs and variance in beliefs a�ect the expected returns and variance in

returns through the choice of portfolio. To estimate the e�ects on certainty equivalents,

a numerical example was run. The parameters assumed in the analysis of the one-period

solution were as shown in Table 1. To simplify the calculations it was assumed that all

agents had the same beliefs as the start of the period. The expected beliefs and variance

in beliefs for each of the agents were calculated for the two agent types under the four

possible scenarios, namely the two possible states of nature and the two possible returns

on the risky asset in each of the states of nature, and for consultation on the three di�erent

networks with neighborhoods sizes varying from zero (no consultation) to 20 neighbors.

The results of the certainty equivalent, expected returns and variance in returns on each

of the three networks and under the two scenarios for di�erent sizes of neighborhoods are
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Rf 1.02 P1 0.7

Rh 1.10 P0 0.3

Rl 0.95 γ 6

η 0.9

Table 1: Parameters: The parameters used for the analysis of the certainty equivalents

of the di�erent networks for each agent were set according to those in this table.

shown in Figure 2 for the analysts and in Figure 3 for the uninformed agents. The general

results are robust to changes in the parameters.

For analysts, as shown in Figure 2 consulting will increase the certainty equivalents of

their investment on hub networks and on non-random wheel networks, under both scenarios

when their neighborhoods contain up to 20 neighbors. on random wheel networks if they

can tell the type of their neighbors. If analysts cannot tell what type of agent their

neighbors are then the certainty equivalents of their investment will fall when they consult

on a random wheel network. Consulting on a hub network give s the greatest increase but

the di�erence between the certainty equivalents on a hub network compared with those on

a non-random wheel network are extremely small. While the di�erence is slightly larger

when the analyst cannot tell which type of agent her neighbors are even then the di�erence

is very small.

The source of the improvement in certainty equivalents (when they improve) is entirely

due to a fall in the variance of returns. On no networks under neither scenario do the

expected returns in investment improve with consulting. On most networks expected re-

turns fall marginally, though on a random wheel network under the scenario of no neighbor

knowledge the expected returns on investment fall signi�cantly.

On each of the networks under both scenarios the variance in returns falls for analysts.

Similar falls are recorded on the hub and non-random wheel networks under both of the

scenarios. On a random wheel network when there is perfect neighbor knowledge the falls in

variance are less than those on the other networks. When there is no neighbor knowledge,

the falls in variance of returns are far greater on the random wheel network than on the

other networks.

For uninformed agents, consulting increases the certainty equivalents of their investment

on each of the three networks under both of the scenarios. However, these gains are

comparatively very small on the non-random wheel network under both scenarios. On

a hub network, almost all of the gains are made on a small neighborhood with much

smaller marginal gains to be made by increasing their neighborhood beyond this small

amount. This suggests that uninformed agents can receive almost the full bene�ts of

consulting by only reading a few �nance blogs. The greatest di�erence between the two

scenarios in terms of certainty equivalents is found on the random wheel network. While the

uninformed agents do gain on the random wheel networks when they cannot tell the type of

their neighbors, far greater gains are made when they are able to determine whether their
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neighbors are informed or not. Even with perfect knowledge of their neighbors the gains on

a random wheel network only approach those of the hub network when the neighborhood

becomes quite large.

When considering the sources of these gains in certainty equivalents, its is clear from

Figure 3 that the main source of the gains in certainty equivalents is through an increase

in expected returns. On each of the networks under both of the scenarios the expected

returns of the uninformed agents increases in similar proportions to that of the certainty

equivalents. On hub networks the expected returns increases signi�cantly with the smallest

amount of consultation. On random wheel networks, the expected returns approach those

of the hub networks but only on larger neighborhoods under the perfect neighbor knowledge

scenario. under no neighbor knowledge the gains are far more modest. There are few gains

on the non-random wheel network under either of the scenarios.

Certainty equivalents will increase as the variance in returns decreases. For uninformed

agents on all networks under all scenarios the variance in returns increases with consulta-

tion. Consulting on larger neighborhoods tends to have a smaller variance in returns than

consulting on smaller neighborhoods. Nonetheless, the di�erence in variance in returns

on large neighborhoods compared with smaller neighborhoods is small compared with the

increase in variance that comes with consulting compared with not consulting.

4.3.1 Summary

For analysts, the gains from consulting derive exclusively from a reduction in the variance

of their returns with no gains in their expected returns. For analysts, consulting �nance-

related blogs or on LinkedIn provide almost equivalent gains whether or not they can tell the

type of agent that is their neighbor, given that they are likely to be among other �nancially-

knowledgeable people on either platform. Nonetheless, like uninformed agents, consulting

on Facebook can also be bene�cial for analysts, provided they can tell which of their

neighbors are �nancially-informed and which are not and they have a large neighborhood.

On the other hand, for uninformed agents, the bene�ts of consulting derive almost

exclusively from improvement in their expected returns. Of the network types that have

been examined here, the greatest gains are to be made through consulting �nance-related

blogs, and they only need consult comparatively few of them to receive almost all of

the bene�t. However, similar gains can be made on Facebook if they can tell which of

their neighbors are analysts and which are uninformed, though they need to have large

neighborhoods to achieve similar gains to consulting �nance-related blogs. This might not

be a great problem given the size of many neighborhoods on Facebook. For uninformed

agents there appears to be little to be gained from consulting on LinkedIn as they are likely

to be too far away from �nancially-informed neighbors for this to be of great use.
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5 Conclusion

This study examines where the bene�ts from consultation accrue to informed and un-

informed agents. It suggests that for informed agents the best networks on which to

consult are hub networks where they are linked to other informed agents, such as Internet

�nance-related blogs, or on networks where they are closely connected to other �nancially

knowledgeable people such as LinkedIn. However, if they can determine how �nancially

knowledgeable their neighbors are, Facebook can yield similar gains, though the size of the

neighborhood required for such gains to be realized is signi�cantly large than for �nance

blogs or LinkedIn. The gains to be made for �nancially informed agents is exclusively

through a reduction in the variance of their returns.

For uninformed agents, a hub network is also the best network to consult. However, in

contrast to informed agents, LinkedIn is the worst network to consult, because most of the

uninformed agents are simply too far away from the informed agents for it to be a helpful

source of information. Facebook is better than LinkedIn for uninformed agents if they can

determine the type of their neighbors. The gains to be made for uninformed agents are

largely through improvement in their expected returns, with only modest gains to be made

through a reduction in the variance of their returns.
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A Propositions

Proposition 1. Beliefs that are closer to correctly certain (CC) beliefs lead to

higher expected returns

Proof. If the state is state one, CC beliefs are π = 1, which is the maximal value for beliefs.

Therefore, in state one, beliefs that are closer to CC beliefs will have a higher value. The

optimum portfolio a∗ is increasing in beliefs, so in state one beliefs that are closer to CC

beliefs will have a higher value for a∗. The expected returns on a portfolio in state one are:

E(R) = P1[a∗Rh + (1− a∗)Rf ] + (1− P1)[a∗Rl + (1− a∗)Rf ]

The derivative of the expected return with respect to a∗ is:

∂E(R)

∂a∗
= P1Rh + (1− P1)Rl −Rf

This derivative is positive by assumption. Therefore, in state one, the closer beliefs are to

CC beliefs the greater a∗ will be and the greater the expected returns will be.

If the state is state 0, CC beliefs are π = 0, which is the minimal value for beliefs.

Therefore, in state zero, beliefs that are closer to CC beliefs will have a lower value. The

optimum portfolio a∗ is increasing in beliefs, so in state zero beliefs that are closer to CC

beliefs will have a lower value for a∗. The expected returns on a portfolio in state zero are:

E(R) = P0[a∗Rh + (1− a∗)Rf ] + (1− P0)[a∗Rl + (1− a∗)Rf ]

The derivative of the expected return with respect to a∗ is:

∂E(R)

∂a∗
= P0Rh + (1− P0)Rl −Rf

This derivative is negative by assumption. Therefore, in state zero, the closer beliefs are

to CC beliefs the lower a∗ will be and the greater the expected returns will be.

Therefore, in either state the closer beliefs are to CC beliefs the greater the expected

returns will be.

Proposition 2. Analysts' post-signal beliefs will be closer to CC beliefs than

their prior beliefs regardless of the state of nature or prior beliefs.

Proof. If an analyst receives signal θm = 1 their belief will be:

π2 =
ηπ1

ηπ1 + (1− η)(1− π1)

If an analyst receives signal θm = 0 their belief will be:
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π2 =
(1− η)π1

(1− η)π1 + η(1− π1)

E(π|θ = 1)− π1 =
π1(1− π1)2(1− 2η)2

[1− (π1 + η − 2ηπ1)] (π1 + η − 2ηπ1)

> 0 If π1 6= 0, 1 and η 6= 0.5

π1 − E(π|θ = 0) =
π2

1(1− π1)(1− 2η)2

[1− (π1 + η − 2ηπ1)] (π1 + η − 2ηπ1)

> 0 If π1 6= 0, 1 and η 6= 0.5

Therefore in either state of nature the expected post-signal beliefs of the analysts will

be closer to CC beliefs than the prior beliefs, for all prior beliefs. Furthermore, regardless

of the state of nature the di�erence between the expected post-signal beliefs and the prior

beliefs will be greater the greater is η.

A.1 Derivations of the Neighborhood Mix of Agents in Non-random

Networks (Propositions 3 - ??)

For Propositions 3 - 4, agent a1 is the analyst who has an uninformed agent as their

immediate neighbor in the anti-clockwise direction. The analyst immediately next to a1

in the clockwise direction is agent a2, and so on until agent ax is reached. Similarly, for

uninformed agents, agent b1 is the uninformed agent whose immediate neighbor in the

anti-clockwise direction is an analyst. Their neighbor in the clockwise direction is agent

b2 and so on until agent by is reached. In all of these derivations it is assumed that the

size of the neighborhood is small. More speci�cally it is assumed that k ≤ min(2x, 2y),

where k is the number of agents in each neighborhood other than the agent herself, x is

the number of analysts in the network, and y is the number of uninformed agents in the

network.

Proposition 3 (Analysts in analysts' neighborhoods). Proof. Analysts in analysts' neigh-
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borhoods in an anti-clockwise direction:

a1 = 0

a2 = 1

a3 = 2

...

a k
2
−1 =

k

2
− 2

a k
2

=
k

2
− 1

a k
2

+1 =
k

2

a k
2

+2 =
k

2
...

ax−1 =
k

2

ax =
k

2

The sum of these agents' neighbors is:

Sum = 0 + 1 + 2 + . . .+

(
k

2
− 2

)
+

(
k

2
− 1

)
+

(
k

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

( k2 +1) agents

+

(
k

2

)
+ . . .+

(
k

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(x−( k2 +1)) agents

=

k
2∑
i=1

i+
k

2

(
x−

(
k

2
+ 1

))
=

(
k

2
+ 1

)(
k

4

)
+
k

2

(
x− k

2
− 1

)
=
k

2

(
x− k

4
− 1

2

)
There will be an equal number of analysts in analysts' neighborhoods going in an anti-

clockwise direction from the agents, therefore the total number of analysts in analysts'

neighborhoods (not including the analyst herself) will be:

Total = k

(
x− k

4
− 1

2

)
To get the average number of analysts in any analyst's neighborhood this total must be

divided by the number of analysts (namely by x) to give:

Average =
k

x

(
x− k

4
− 1

2

)
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Proposition 4 (Analysts in uninformed agents' neighborhoods). Proof. Analysts in the

neighborhood in an anti-clockwise direction for agents:

b1 =
k

2

b2 =
k

2
− 1

b3 =
k

2
− 2

...

b k
2
−1 = 2

b k
2

= 1

b k
2

+1 = 0

b k
2

+2 = 0

...

by = 0

The sum of these agents' neighbors is:

Sum =

(
k

2

)
+

(
k

2
− 1

)
+

(
k

2
− 2

)
+ . . .+ 2 + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

( k2 ) agents

+ 0 + . . .+ 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(y− k2 ) agents

=

k
2∑
i=1

i

=
k
2

(
k
2 + 1

)
2

=
k(k + 2)

8

There will be an equal number of analysts in uninformed agents' neighborhoods going

in an anti-clockwise direction from the agents. Therefore, the total number of analysts in

uninformed agents' neighborhoods will be:

Total =
k(k + 2)

4
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To get the average number of analysts in any uninformed agents' neighborhood this total

must be divided by the number of uninformed agents (namely by y) to give:

Average =
k(k + 2)

4y
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Informed agent

Uninformed agent

Hub Network with informed agents in the central hub

Informed agent

Uninformed agent

Wheel network with randomly placed informed 
agents

Informed agent

Uninformed agent

Wheel network with non-randomly placed informed 
agents

Figure 1: Network Structures: The three basic network structures that were analyzed

were: a hub network with the informed agents forming a central hub, while the uninformed

agents are situated outside this hub observing some of those within the hub (top panel); a

wheel network with informed agents randomly placed around the network (middle panel); a

wheel network with informed agents grouped together with links to uninformed agents only

at the margins (bottom panel); In each of the diagrams the arrows indicate the direction

of observation.
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Figure 2: Analysts: The �gure shows the e�ects of consultation among neighborhoods

of various sizes for analysts in terms of certainty equivalents, expected returns and the

variance in returns under the scenarios when the agent can tell perfectly the type of their

neighbors (Perfect neighbor knowledge) and when they cannot tell the type of their neigh-

bors at all (No neighbor knowledge).
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Figure 3: Uninformed Agents: The �gure shows the e�ects of consultation among

neighborhoods of various sizes for uninformed agents in terms of certainty equivalents,

expected returns and the variance in returns under the scenarios when the agent can tell

perfectly the type of their neighbors (Perfect neighbor knowledge) and when they cannot

tell the type of their neighbors at all (No neighbor knowledge).
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